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Abstract

The evaluation of performance and power consumption
is a key step in the design of applications for large comput-
ing systems, such as supercomputers, clusters with nodes
that have manycores and multi-GPUs. Researchers must de-
sign several experiments for workload characterization by
observing the architectural implications of different com-
binations of parameters, such as problem size, number of
cores per GPUs, number of process MPI, and observe the
resulting clock frequency, memory usage, bandwidth, and
power consumption, factors which determine the perfor-
mance and energy efficiency of their workload implemen-
tation. The major problem in performance evaluation con-
sists on the design space exploration given so many param-
eters. If the resulting data is not properly collected and the
parameters of evaluation performance are not well orga-
nized, the design exploration may lead to wrong conclu-
sions. This paper presents eGPU such as monitoring tool
that can be used on evaluations of performance with many
experiments which aim measure and understand the behav-
ior of factors that determine the energy efficiency in nodes
with multi-GPUS. eGPU is a monitor to centralize and au-
tomate the data captured in runtime while is executed in
parallel with the Linpack Benchmark and displays infor-
mation via sequenceplots, statistical tables, bar graph and
shows results in terms of energy efficiency.

1. Introduction

The power consumption is becoming the major con-
cern for Exascale Systems. “Indeed, a key observa-
tion from the study from DARPA (Technology Challenges
in Achieving Exascale Systems) is that it may be eas-
ier to solve the power problem associated with base
computation than it will be to reduce the problem of trans-

porting data from one site to another on the same chip, be-
tween closely coupled chips in a common package, or
between different racks on opposite sides of a large ma-
chine room, or on storing data in the aggregate memory
hierarchy” [1]. In this order, the evaluation of perfor-
mance and power measurement need to analyze multi-
ple tests under different combinations of parameters to
observe the key factors that determine the energy effi-
ciency in terms of energy per computation, energy per data
transport, energy per memory access, or energy per sec-
ondary storage unit of a workload model in computing
system extrapolation of science problems of today to Exas-
cale.

The workload widely used by the Green500 and the
Top500 in evaluation of performance and power measure-
ment evaluation of supercomputers is the LINPACK Bench-
mark (HPL) [2]. The Linpack is an algorithm to solve a
dense system of linear equations, where is allowed increase
the problem size to find the performance numbers that re-
flect the largest problem can be run on a supercomputer [3].
The goal of this paper is to present the utilization of the
first version of eGPU for automate the data collection that
includes clock frequency, memory usage, and power con-
sumption across the sensors of the NVIDIA GPU.

2. eGPU Monitor Structure

eGPU is a type of batch monitor that is formed by
two levels [4]. One level to capture data in runtime, com-
posed by three events, and a separate level that can be later
used to visualize data online, composed by four events,
such as shown in the Figure 1.

The first level is used to run a script called
eGPUrecord.sh, where the execution steps and ex-
ported libraries needed to run Linpack Benchmark
are declared, such as BLAS Library and many oth-
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Figure 1. eGPU Monitor Structure.

ers: (−lcuda − lcudart − lcublas − lmkl intel lp64 −
lmkl intel thread− lmkl core). The user writes the same
Linpack parameters defined in the file HPL.dat to exe-
cute the experiment. Those parameters are used as a unique
key called ARGV to share the argument in all the fol-
lowing events that uniquely identify each test of Linpack
benchmark. The event (1) creates a directory in a repos-
itory that we called testbet, where the data is central-
ized. The events (2) and (4) are used to run a script called
eGPUrecord.sh with special tasks written in AWK, C and
environment variables, for text processing and data col-
lection in the testbet repository. eGPUrecord.sh makes
the data extraction and writes: one separate file for each
GPU with the data (Streaming Multiprocessor Clock Fre-
quency -SM-, Memory Clock Frequency, Memory Usage,
Power Consumption), these all have new data regis-
tered every second. The events (3) and (5) start the script
run linpack to solve a dense system of linear equa-
tions, calculate performance obtained and write results
when it finishes.

The second level is used at post-processing for data vi-
sualization. It displays information via sequence plots, sta-
tistical tables, histograms and shows results in terms of en-
ergy efficiency. The event (6) displays information of tests
through the IPython Notebook Viewer in a program called
eGPUdisplay.ipynb that contains predefined code rou-

tines written in Python, where the researchers have to type
the argument ARGV to identify the unique test of the Lin-
pack benchmark. eGPU will then shows the sequence plots
for the characteristics of each GPU in each node and the fol-
lowing functions. At this point, it will also make a data val-
idation with arguments received from the events (2) and (3)
to shows statistical tables with the mean and standard de-
viation for all the data of each GPU of each node. Subse-
quently eGPU displays the Linpack results with time spent,
performance, power consumption and energy efficiency. Fi-
nally eGPU displays a bar graph with a comparison between
the node power consumption when idle and when running
the Linpack Benchmark.

3. Experimental Procedures and Results

This section presents the use of eGPU to capture data
and visualize it in one test with Linpack benchmark. The
data were captured in the evaluation of the influence of the
number of GPUs and processes in the performance and en-
ergy efficiency on nodes of the GUANE cluster.1 The com-
putational resources used for this experiment are part of one
node of the ‘A’ settings of cluster GUANE that consists in
ProLiant SL390s-G7 computing nodes such as shown in Ta-
ble 1.

Setting GUANE A B C

Node type SL390s SL390s SL390s
Number of nodes 8 3 5

Processor Intel Xeon Xeon Xeon
Processor Model E5645 E5645 E5640
Processor by node (#) 2 2 2
Clock frequency (GHz) 2.40 2.40 2.670
Core/Processor (#) 6 6 4
Thread/Core (#) 2 2 2

GPUS Nvidia Tesla Tesla Tesla
GPUS Model M2075 M2050 M2050
GPUs by node (#) 8 8 8

Memory DDR (GB) 104 104 104
SAS disk (GB) 200 200 200

Gigabit Ethernet (Gbps) 10 10 10
InfiniBand (IB) 1 1 1

Table 1. Settings GUANE Cluster Nodes.

1 GUANE is a heterogeneous cluster in the High Performance and Sci-
entific Computing Center -SC3UIS, located at technological camp of
Industrial University of Santander at Piedecuesta, a municipality of
the metropolitan area of Bucaramanga in Santander, Colombia.
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Figure 2. eGPU-Sequenceplot to analyzes of Power Consumption by each GPU.

In this experimental procedure we used HPL.2.0 ver-
sion configured for Tesla GPUs [5]. The Linpack param-
eters used are shown in Table 2. They were written in the
file HPL.dat and the script eGPU run.sh to perform the
test for the Linpack benchmark. Then eGPU starts to do text
processing and centralize the data collection in the reposi-
tory testbed, and links all events of $ARGV , which rep-
resents a unique structure with the parameters used for this
test. The script run linpack writes performance results in
the repository testbet when it is finished.

Matrix size 49152

Block size 1024

GPU Used 4

Cores per GPU 3

Process MPI 4

Table 2. The Linpack parameters used in ex-
perimental procedure.

After having captured data, an iterative session is cre-
ated via tunneling ssh to execute a remote IPython Note-
book Viewer of the second level of eGPU, in order to vi-
sualize data. Once the program eGPUdisplay.ipynb
is initialized, we must provide the path with the argu-
ment $ARGV for this experimental procedure. Below we
show eight sequence plots with the data (SM Clock Fre-
quency, Memory Clock Frequency, Memory Usage,
Power Draw) for each GPU of one node. In the Fig-
ure 2, we show the sequence plots for Power Consump-
tion of each GPU, enabling us to observe which GPUs
worked while Linpack executed. Next, eGPU shows the
statistics to analyze the data that determines energy effi-

ciency such as shown in Table 3. This experiment procedure
shows the 4 GPUs that are inactive down to average fre-
quencies of 212MHz for SM clock and 340MHz for mem-
ory clock, in order to reduce power consumption. The
other 4 GPUs actually working have constant frequen-
cies of 1147MHz for SM clock and 1566MHz for mem-
ory clock, with a constant memory usage of 2128MiB,
thus generating an average power of 120 watts be-
tween working GPUs. The standard deviation of 51 watts
shows that execution can be improved, for instance, if
we increase the number of cores per GPU or the num-
ber of MPI processes to make full utilization of GPUs cores.

Subsequently eGPU displays the amount of energy used
by each GPU between idlepower and runpower, in terms
of Joules. Idle power is the power consumption when a GPU
is on but no application is running, for which we found an
average power consumption of 78.82 Watts for all GPUs in
the node. In comparison, when the GPUs are running, the
average power consumption is 78.7 Watts, since the 4 GPUs
that are inactive scale down the SM and memory frequen-
cies, such as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. eGPU-Bar graph to analysis of en-
ergy used between Idletime and Runtime by
each GPU.
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Factors GPU00 GPU01 GPU02 GPU03 GPU04 GPU05 GPU06 GPU007

SM(MHz) Mean 1147 1147 1147 215.74 223.73 1147 204.66 206.65
SM(MHz) Std 0 0 0 282.46 301.54 0 262.64 268.84

Memory(MHz) Mean 1566 1566 1566 346.53 346.53 1566 334.09 334.09
Memory(MHz) Std 0 0 0 507.90 507.90 0 495.24 495.24

MEM Usage(MiB) Mean 2128.9 2128.89 2128.9 10 10 2128.87 10 10
1566 MEM Usage(MiB) Std 0.30 0.31 0.30 0 0 0.33 0 0

Power(Watts) Mean 120.55 118.01 119.12 37.22 36.27 125.65 36.07 36.76
Power(Watts) Std 51.29 50.92 51.36 16.62 16.78 54.32 16.26 16.00

Energy(KJ) Mean 13.80 13.51 13.64 4.26 4.15 14.39 4.13 4.21
Energy(KJ) Std 5.87 5.83 5.88 1.90 1.92 6.22 1.86 1.83

Table 3. eGPU-Statistics to analyzes the factors that determine Energy Efficient.

Table 4 shows the results obtained for performance,
where eGPU observed 691.20 GFLOPS and time spent
solving the Linpack, and calculated a latency between the
time you start to capture data and the time eGPU start Lin-
pack. When using 4 GPUs, with 3 cores per GPU and 4 pro-
cesses MPI to solve a 49152∗49152 system of linear equa-
tions, one node of Cluster GUANE achieved the energy ef-
ficiency of 1097.68 MFLOPS/W.

eGPUrecord Time: 121 sec

eGPUrecord Latency: 6 sec

HPL2.0 Time: 114.54 sec

HPL2.0 Performance: 691.20 GFLOPS

Power Consumption: 629.65 Watts

Energy Consumption: 72.12 kJ

Energy Efficiency: 1097.68 MFLOPS/W

Table 4. eGPU-Results to analyzes of Linpack
benchmark in this experimental procedure.

4. Conclusions

We constructed eGPU to facilitate the collection and vi-
sualization of data to analyze many tests under different
combinations of parameters and observe the granularity of
the factors that determine energy efficiency in clusters with
multi-GPUs. The method we use is focused ony analyzing
previously compiled applications, where researchers do not
need to orchestrate the code to execute eGPU, ensuring the
integrity of the results. Based on the experiment procedures

and results presented, eGPU is a good alternative to ana-
lyze power consumption in clusters with multi-GPUs from
a software level, and can be complemented with other en-
ergy monitors that are designed to be plugged-in directly
into the power supply to make holistic measures in clusters
with multi-GPUs.
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